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Biden is doing everything he can to stop the red wave from coming

ashore this November.

Biden issued Executive Order in March 2021, only a few days after

stealing the 2020 Election, to steal elections into the future.  One section

in the order dealt with allowing third-party organizations (like

Zuckerbucks) to infiltrate elections like they did in 2020.
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Rep. Claudia Tenney talked about Biden taking a backdoor approach to

manipulate votes in upcoming elections.

A U.S. congresswoman said on Tuesday that a Biden executive order could

potentially use taxpayer dollars to fund the use of ballot harvesting, which

could include the use of unsupervised ballot drop boxes, in U.S. elections —

leaving election integrity experts highly concerned about how this could

lead to potential voter fraud.

During a panel discussion at the America First Agenda Summit in

Washington, D.C., Congresswoman Claudia Tenney (R-N.Y.) described her

primary concerns about election integrity after her own House race in

2020 turned out much closer than anticipated due to irregular election

returns.

“This is what worries me: After all that has been done [to ban

“Zuckerbucks”], President Biden signed an executive order taking $1 billion

in taxpayer money — not in private money from Mark Zuckerberg — and is

putting it into vote harvesting schemes using HUD, the Small Business

Administration, and any bureaucratic arm of the federal government they

can use in key areas around our communities to try to get votes out

through harvesting and intimidation and manipulation of the people in

these vulnerable areas,” she said. “This is something that we think is

federal overreach. It’s a misuse of our tax dollars, but also it’s an attempt to

federalize our elections insidiously through the back door.”

Ballot (or “vote”) harvesting is a highly controversial practice in which

political operatives collect absentee ballots from the private residences of
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voters and transfer them directly to a polling place or election office. Some

ballot harvesting efforts have also used ballot drop boxes, which resemble

public mailboxes, in which anyone can put in ballots.

Due to the high chance of these practices being used for voter fraud, many

states have laws prohibiting such practices.

In March, President Biden signed an executive order that is being used by

the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)

to authorize using federal dollars to set up voter registration drives in

certain public housing developments, including the use of ballot drop

boxes.

Rep. Tenney was on the War Room to discuss Biden’s order allowing for

Zuckerbucks to contaminate the upcoming election.
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The Gateway Pundit is moving back to Disqus! All of your

account information and comment history has been saved and

will be uploaded as quickly as possible to Disqus. If you do not

already have a Disqus account, you will need to create one.

Please use the same email address that you used for Insticator

for your comment history to be carried over. We greatly

appreciate your patience and continued support!
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